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Ford Parts Online Offers Greatest Discounts on TopQuality Ford Explorer
Parts

One of Ford’scontemporary and most popular vehicles is the Ford Explorer, the best-selling
Sport Utility Vehicle in its class since its introduction in 1991.

Alachua, FL (PRWEB) December 9, 2005 -- Ford’s tradition of excellence is evident in every vehicle that
carries a Ford nameplate. History of the automotive industry is never complete without the names of Ford autos
such as the Model T or the “Tin Lizzie,” the Ford Mustang, the Ford F-Series, the Ford Ranger, the Ford
Thunderbird, and the Ford Explorer, which all have created an impact in the auto market. The name “Ford”
itself has become synonymous with “automobile” to almost everyone throughout the years.

One of its contemporary and most popular vehicles is the Ford Explorer, the best-selling Sport Utility Vehicle in
its class since its introduction in 1991. http://www.carpartsmax.com, one of the country’s most trusted auto
parts dealers and the most reliable Ford parts source online features this time this one-of-a-kind SUV,a pride of
Ford and of the auto industry.

The store is offering great Ford Parts Discount deals on thousands of high quality replacement Ford Explorer
parts made by the most reputable auto pars makers in the world. Each of the aftermarket and replacement Ford
Explorer parts available at Ford Parts Online is designed to meet to the highest quality standards set by the
industry and by meticulous Ford owners. They are perfect-fit to every Ford Explorer model’s specifications,
too.

Among the most sought after replacement Ford parts for the Ford Explorer are Ford headlights and other Ford
lights, Ford wheels, Ford mirrors, and Ford front bumper. All these and more are available at exciting Ford
Parts Discount deals. In case you would want to modify your Ford Explorer, or enhance its safety and
performance without spending too much, Ford Parts Online’s superior quality and discount-priced Ford parts
are your perfect options.

Keeping your Ford explorer in tip-top shape and condition all the time is important for it to maintain its high
level of performance. This is especially true if you are often taking this SUV off-road. Driving conditions off-
road make things harder for your vehicle parts, especially the engine and the external or body parts. Parts like
your Ford wheels and tires may eventually wear out; hence they need replacement.

Accidents are also major factors that contribute to your auto parts’ early deterioration. Parts such as the Ford
Explorer bumper, Ford hood and the Ford Explorer fender are the ones that suffer most damages during a
collision since they are designed to absorb the force of the collision so as to diminish damages to other parts of
the vehicle and of course, to the occupants. When totally wrecked, you have no other option than to replace
them.

It is important to get your replacement auto parts from trusted sources to ensure the highest quality of these
parts and their long lasting service. In the end they are far more inexpensive compared to extra cheap and low
quality auto parts since they lessen chances of another repair or replacement, which would require you again to
spend hundreds or thousands of dollars.

When it comes to high quality Ford parts, one name stands out in the replacement auto parts market, the Ford
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Parts Online. With its longtime experience in the business, you can trust that this store perfectly knows you
needs and wants.
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Contact Information
Jay Stevens
CAR PARTSMAX
http://www.carpartsmax.com
1-800-466-2360

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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